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Here you can find the menu of Aramee Bangladeshi Indian in North Tyneside. At the moment, there are 18
menus and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Katie Green

likes about Aramee Bangladeshi Indian:
Enjoyed a fantastic meal tonight. Service was outstanding, I asked for the waiter for a recommendation as I

always order the same food and I wasn't disappointed with his suggestion . Food was made to order as I wanted
it a little less spicy. We will definitely be back! read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used
with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. WiFi is

available for free. What Craig Harrison doesn't like about Aramee Bangladeshi Indian:
Hi We ordered tonight based on the reviews but the lamb was tough and had gristle in it. The curries were

supposed to be mild to hot but both could have been Tindaloo and we are going to slow cook them tomorrow
with tomato and...in a slow cooker...I do not know how this restaurant achieved the ratings it has and would

never recommend it to any friends. read more. You can at Aramee Bangladeshi Indian from North Tyneside try
delicious vegetarian courses, in which no animal meat or fish was brought into play, One also prepares meals

deliciously and freshly with traditional Indian spices. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Aramee
Bangladeshi Indian. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too boring should approach with a
willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, on the daily specials there are

also a lot of Asian dishes.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Vegetaria� dishe�
SAG PANEER

Indische� Na� un� Bro�
GARLIC NAN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

FISH

India�
NAAN

CHICKEN TIKKA MASALA

CHICKEN TIKKA

CHICKEN CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

CHICKEN

MANGO

BANANA

PRAWNS
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